HIGHLANDER LIMITED IN CRYSTAL PEARL

More power, better performance
Mixing premium and practical in one spacious mid-size package, the updated
Highlander is the all-round recreational vehicle for any adventure.
Now with more power and torque, updated convenience features in every grade,
comprehensive safety equipment including the Toyota Safety Sense package in
all variants, and a smooth eight-speed automatic transmission tuned for more
economical on-road performance, the Highlander continues to be the SUV to get
you where you need to go.
Whether it’s family or business taking you further, the Highlander is tailor made
for New Zealand drivers and everything a busy lifestyle can throw at it.

The Highlander features an all-new efficient 3.5-litre V6 engine
with direct injection, boasting more power (218kW) and more
torque (350Nm) than ever before. That power, perfect for the city
commute or the weekend away, is complemented by a smooth
8-speed automatic transmission.
The Highlander’s expanded performance doesn’t equate to higher
running costs though. In fact, the smart and efficient V6 engine
offers combined fuel consumption of 9.5-litres/100km and
combined CO₂ emissions have fallen to 221g/km for all variants.

Highlander gains 8%
more power with the
new 3.5L V6 engine

In every grade the updated Highlander remains a versatile SUV.
*Fuel consumption and CO emissions will vary depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle condition and options/accessories fitted. Fuel consumption (combined ADR 81/02).
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HIGHLANDER GX IN PREDAWN GREY

HIGHLANDER GXL IN COSMOS BLUE

HIGHLANDER LIMITED IN CRYSTAL PEARL

HIGHLANDER GXL IN RAINFOREST GREEN

HIGHLANDER

GX

The Highlander GX is equipped with a feature-set that
makes it a compelling entry point into the refreshed
Highlander range.

Highlander GX arrives with stylish 18”
machined alloy wheels, halogen headlights
paired with LED Daytime Running Lights
and LED tail lights. The masculine grille
design completes the refreshed look.
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Every Highlander features comfortable
seating for seven and a 2,000kg braked
towing capacity, giving you extra practicality
for those weekend adventures out of town.
Toyota Safety Sense is featured across the
Highlander range. This system incorporates
a number of safety technologies including
Toyota’s Pre-Crash Safety system (PCS)

HIGHLANDER GX IN PREDAWN GREY

with Autonomous Emrgency Braking (AEB),
Dynamic Radar Cruise Control (DRCC),
Automatic High Beam (AHB) and Lane Departure Alert (LDA) with steering assist and
vehicle sway warning system.
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The Highlander GX features high quality black fabric seat trim.
The centre console box houses a 12V power connection for your
convenience on the road

2

All Highlander models feature tinted privacy glass in the rear
side doors, rear quarter glass and back door

3

The five horizontal silver bars on the upper and lower front grilles
tie the new front end treatment together

4

A reversing camera with static guidelines and rear parking sensors
add extra levels of both convenience and safety

5

The new 3.5L V6 engine teams up with an 8-speed automatic
transmission with sequential sport mode

6

Like all Highlander models, the GX features easy access to the
standard 3rd row of seats

7

With 2nd and 3rd rows folded there is 1872L of luggage space

8

Lane Departure Alert and Dynamic Radar Cruise Control
are welcome additions to Highlander GX and GXL
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FOR MORE IMAGES AND DETAIL VISIT:
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toyota.co.nz/our-range/highlander

HIGHLANDER

GXL

Like every Highlander, the GXL features intuitive Bluetooth audio
streaming and phone pairing capability for safe, hands-free calling
- augmented by steering wheel-mounted controls - along with Voice Recognition.

The GXL features 18” alloy wheels
matched with roof rails for a sportier
profile. The list of standard equipment
extends to include a powered back door,
12-way power-adjustable driver’s seat,
high quality leather accented upholstery
paired with a leather steering wheel
and shift knob, front seat heaters and
the convenience of integrated satellite
navigation featuring SUNA Traffic Channel
information, giving you updates on traffic*
in real-time.
HIGHLANDER GXL IN RAINFOREST GREEN
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All models feature a sophisticated 8-speed automatic transmission
with power mode

2

Highlander GXL has leather accented seats. Driver and front
passenger seats are heated for cool weather comfort

3

The Highlander GXL boasts a powered back door with separate
glass hatch for extra convenience

4

A large 8” audio display screen provides you with all the information
you need on the go and at a glance

5

2nd row passengers can tailor the position of their seats to maximise
space and comfort

6

SUNA Traffic*, incorporated with the Highlander GXL’s satellite
navigation system, allows you to plan your commute more
intelligently by offering alternative route information to
get you around hazards or congestion
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Lane Departure Alert and other Toyota Safety Sense features
are displayed in the MID and controlled via steering wheel
mounted buttons

2
* Traffic information only available in some regions
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All Highlander variants have 2nd
and 3rd row overhead vents to help
maintain cabin comfort in all seasons

HIGHLANDER

LIMITED

A chrome detailed grille and chrome rear reflector surround sets the
Limited apart, as do its unique 19” two-tone machined alloy wheels.

The Highlander Limited offers a truly
premium level of specification.

Inside the spacious cabin, the Limited is differentiated
by more luxurious features, including a tilt and slide
sunroof, powered front seats with heaters and
ventilation, an auto-dimming rear view mirror,
a rear-seat entertainment screen and a Panoramic
View Monitor.
Additional safety features found on GXL and Limited
include Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM) and Rear Cross
Traffic Alert (RCTA) which gives the driver an audible
warning if a vehicle is approaching from the left or
right during reversing manoeuvres. The Highlander
Limited also adds to its rear parking assist sensors
with front parking assist sensors.
HIGHLANDER LIMITED IN CRYSTAL PEARL
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Updated tail 5light design and the unique rear bumper design adds
sophisticated styling to Highlander Limited

2

The driver’s seat has 12-way power adjustments and the front
passenger seat has 4-way power adjustment

3

Both front seats have heating and cooling for year round comfort

4

Unique two-tone machined 19” alloy wheels add to the Highlander
Limited’s premium exterior styling

5

Silver woodgrain style surface ornamentation and subtle blue
strip lights on the console shelf and doors adds a touch of luxury
to the Highlander Limited’s cabin
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The Panoramic View Monitor gives the driver a clear view of
the Highlander Limited’s immediate surrounds, including
a virtual bird’s eye view of the vehicle
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The Highlander Limited features a rear
entertainment system that is both DVD
and Blu-ray compatible and includes a
high resolution 9” LCD display screen
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The centre console features a utility
shelf for phones and other devices,
with a convenient through-hole to
keep charge and connection cables
arranged tidily
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The tinted glass sunroof has power tilt and slide functions
so you can enjoy the sky above whatever time of day
you travel
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Safe and
Secure

Make Highlander
your own

You can rest assured that the entire Highlander range
offers a comprehensive suite of safety features.

With a Highlander available for every lifestyle, there’s also
a Toyota Genuine Accessories component that will help
your SUV reflect your personality. Front, back, interior
and exterior; the Highlander is covered.

Highlander exterior colours
Crystal
Pearl
CRYSTAL SHINE
070

Celestial
Silver
METALLIC
1J9

Predawn
Grey
MICA METALLIC
1H1

HIGHLANDER GX IN CRYSTAL PEARL SHOWN FITTED WITH: 20” ALLOY WHEELS, NUDGE BAR, HEADLIGHT PROTECTORS,
BONNET PROTECTOR, WEATHERSHIELDS, SIDE STEPS

HIGHLANDER GXL IN RAINFOREST GREEN

Rainforest
Green
METALLIC

The Highlander range features the advanced Toyota Safety Sense

Only Toyota Genuine Accessories are designed and manufactured to the same high standard as

package incorporating a number of safety technologies for extra peace

original parts. Fitting Genuine Toyota Accessories also ensures the integrity of your vehicle, with

of mind, including Toyota’s Pre-Crash Safety system (PCS) that includes

components tested to exacting standards for New Zealand conditions and backed by a 3 year

Safety isn’t just a priority
for the Highlander.
The 5-Star ANCAP safety
rating is testament to
its renowned Toyota
build quality.

Autonomous Emergency Braking, Dynamic Radar Cruise Control (DRCC),
Automatic High Beam (AHB) and Lane Departure Alert (LDA) with steering
assist and sway warning functions.

or 100,000 kilometres* warranty.

6W4

Eclipse
MICA
218

*Whichever comes first. Warranty valid from when the accessory is fitted, at time of new vehicle purchase at your Toyota Store.

All Highlanders have a wealth of safety features including Vehicle Stability

Merlot Red

Control (VSC) and co-operative control with Electric Power Steering (EPS).

MICA METALLIC

Electric Power Steering (EPS) is
vehicle speed sensitive so low speed
manoeuvers require minimal effort
while at highway speeds less
assistance is provided.
The turning circle is 12.6m

This assists the driver by coordinating the vehicles brake control and
electronic power steering systems when a loss of control or deviation from
the intended path is detected. Traction control (TRC), Hill-start Assist
Control (HAC) also come standard in the Highlander range. In addition, all

3Q3

Bonnet Protector. This acrylic bonnet protector is custom-shaped
to protect the bonnet from stone chips, insects and paint damage.
Resistant to UV discolouration.

models feature Downhill Assist Control (DAC) which improves direction
control by regulating the vehicle speed for the driver when negotiating

12.6m

Rubber Floor Mats. Protect the floor area of your Highlander
from daily wear and tear with durable rubber floor mats.
The driver’s side floor mat features two retaining clips to ensure
it stays securely in place.

Carmine
MICA METALLIC
3T0

steep or slippery descents.
GXL and Limited variants have Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM) and Rear

Rustic
Brown

Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA). Two front parking sensors complete the

MICA METALLIC
4W4

extensive safety features for Highlander Limited.
All Highlander variants feature a reversing camera to ensure you can see

1

2

behind you before you start reversing and four rear parking sensors.
Towbar and wiring harness. This removable tongue tow bar and
accessories allow you to tow a maximum braked load of 2000kg
and unbraked load of 700kg. Tested to stringent standards you’ll
have peace of mind no matter what you tow.

All variants have seven airbags fitted, including front airbags for the
driver and front passenger seats, along with a knee airbag for the driver.

Cargo mat. Protect the cargo area of your Highlander with this
cargo mat. Custom moulded to ensure a secure fit and made from
a highly durable and flexible rubber, it manages dirt with ease.
Allows for use of the rear seats. Easily washed.

In addition, the driver and front passenger seats have side airbags, and

Cosmos
Blue
MICA METALLIC
8V5

Highlander interior trim

curtain shield airbags provide side protection throughout the cabin,
including the third row of seats.
Highlander’s towing ability is enhanced with Trailer Sway Control (TSC).
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HIGH GRADE
BLACK FABRIC
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Negotiating difficult decents is managed by Downhill Assist Control (DAC).
Other safety features include Hill-Start Assist Control (HAC), Vehicle Stability
Control (VSC) and Traction Control (TRC)

2

Highlander GXL and Limited variants have a Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) that alerts
when approaching traffic is nearby but hidden from view. An added feature is Rear
Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) that warns of approaching vehicles when reversing

If trailer sway is detected, the system controls the brakes as well as the
engine power, reducing trailer sway more quickly than by simply
decelerating the vehicle.
With all this safety technology onboard, it’s no wonder the Highlander
achieved a 5-star ANCAP safety rating.

GX

3

All models feature a reversing camera. GX and GXL variants have static guidelines.
Limited (shown here) has moving guidelines and Panoramic View Monitor

4

Toyota Safety Sense brings comprehensive safety systems to all Highlander variants

Nudge Bar. Integrates with Highlander’s bold front design.
The Nudge Bar and has been subjected to Toyota’s rigorous testing
whilst the unique bracket system has been developed in tandem
with the vehicle to ensure correct deployment of airbags to give
you peace of mind.

Side steps. Crafted from high grade polished stainless steel to add
serious style while making entering and exiting your Highlander
easier. Complete with anti-slip surfaces for added safety, side steps
not only look fantastic, but give you that extra reach to load up your
roof racks for a weekend of fun.

GXL,
Limited
BLACK LEATHER
ACCENTED

HIGHLANDER SPECIFICATIONS
Mechanical
SpecIFICations

					
HIGHLANDER
HIGHLANDER
HIGHLANDER
GX AWD

GXL AWD

•

•

•

Fuel consumption (L/100km) ADR 81/02 (combined)*

9.5

9.5

9.5

CO2 emissions (g/km) ADR 79/04 (combined)*. Exhaust emission standard Euro 5

221

221

221

•

•

•

All wheel drive

All wheel drive

All wheel drive

Vehicle speed sensitive Electric Power Steering (EPS). Minimum turning circle 12.6m with 2.74 turns lock to lock

•

•

•

Brakes: Power assisted ventilated front and solid rear disc brakes

•

•

•

Front Suspension: MacPherson struts with stabiliser bar

•

•

•

Rear suspension: Double wishbone suspension with stabiliser bar

•

•

•

10 spoke ‘dual’

14 spoke ‘dual’

3.5 Litre Petrol, V6, 24-valve Quad Cam with VVT-iW (intake) & VVT-i (exhaust), D-4S direct and port type fuel injection.
Max power of 218kW @ 6600rpm Max torque of 350Nm @ 4700rpm

8-speed automatic transmission with Artificial Intelligence (AI) shift control and power drive mode. Flex lock up control,
ECO drive indicator and Direct Downshift Control

Exterior
Features

STEERING,
BRAKES &
SUSPENSION

Drive type

18” Alloy wheels with 245/60R18 tyres, full size spare tyre stored under floor

19” Alloy wheels with 245/55R19 tyres, full size spare tyre stored under floor			
•

•

•

Front design: Body coloured front bumper, front grille (silver accents for GX/GXL, chrome accents for Limited)

•

•

•
•

Front design: Green tinted windscreen glass with UV reduction, variable intermittent windscreen wipers (rain sensing for GXL & Limited)

•

•

Side design: Body coloured exterior rear view mirrors with electric adjustment, manual retract, side indicators

•

•

Side design: Body coloured exterior rear view mirrors with electric adjustment, manual retract, side indicators, memory position and heaters		
Rear design: Back door with upper spoiler; grey tinted privacy glass, opening glass hatch for GXL and Limited

Puddle lamps

•

•

•

Manual

Power

Power

Roof design: Silver painted roof rails

•

Interior features
& Convenience

Roof design: Tinted sunroof with power tilt and slide functions; chrome finished roof rails

•

Front seats with driver 6-way and passenger 4-way manual adjustment

Fabric		

Front seats with driver 12-way power adjustment including power lumbar function; passenger 4-way manual adjustment; 		
driver and front passenger seat heaters		

Leather
accented

Front seats with driver 12-way power adjustment including power lumbar function with memory, passenger 4-way power adjustment;
Leather
		
driver and front passenger seat heater and cooler functions			
accented
2nd row seats 60/40 split fold with slide, recline and walk-in functions; 3rd row 60/40 split fold and recline
3-spoke tilt and telescopic adjustable steering wheel with audio, phone and Multi Information Display (MID) controls
Air conditioning front and rear with front and 2nd row seat controls

•

•

•

Urethane

Leather

Leather

Manual

Three zone

Three zone

Meters: 2 ring style with speedometer and tachometer

•

•

•

Multi-Information Display (MID) with outside temperature, cruising range, multiple fuel consumption readings and average speed

•

•

•

Instrument panel storage shelf with pass through hatch for phone charger cable - illumination for Limited

•

•

•

Centre console with 24.5L capacity and removable shelf; Overhead console with sunglass holder and conversation mirror

•

•

•

Interior rear view mirror with day/night anti-glare function; auto anti-glare for Limited

•

•

•

Door pockets with bottle holders, front seatback pockets, cup holders throughout, glove box. Luggage area with removable tonneau cover

•

•

•

AUDIO &
CONTROLS

Rear door sunshades

Safety and
Security

12 spoke

Front design: Halogen headlights with LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL), fog lights in lower bumper

Side design: Body coloured exterior door handles, front side green tinted glass; rear side grey tinted privacy glass.

•

Display audio with radio, CD player, Bluetooth phone capability and audio streaming, audio player connectivity - 6 speakers. Display screen:

6.1”

8”

8”

•

•

Rear seat entertainment system with 9” roof mounted colour display, remote control, SD card slot, Blu-ray and DVD player and 			
2 x IR wireless headphones

•

Satellite navigation package with SUNA traffic avoidance management system (traffic information only available in some regions)

5-Star ANCAP safety rating

•

•

•

Toyota Safety Sense: Pre-Crash Safety system (PCS) with Autonomous Emrgency Braking (AEB), Dynamic Radar Cruise Control (DRCC),
Automatic High Beam (AHB), Lane Departure Alert (LDA) with steering assist and vehicle sway warning system

•

•

•

7 x SRS airbags: Driver and front passenger front (dual stage), driver’s knee, front seat side, front/rear curtain shield airbags

•

•

•

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD), Brake Assist (BA)

•

•

•

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)

•

•

•

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)

•

•

•

Downhill Assist Control (DAC)

•

•

•

Child seat fixing points in 2nd row - 2 x ISOFIX, 3 x tether anchor. Child proof rear door locks

•

•

•

Front seat belts: 2x3-point, Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR) with pre-tensioners and force limiters. Height adjustable seat belt anchors

•

•

•

Rear seat belts: 3x3-point ELR 2nd row and 2x3-point ELR 3rd row seat belts

•

•

•

Engine immobiliser and alarm system; Smart key system with front door and luggage door touch sensors (n/a GX)

•

•

•

-/4

-/4

2/4

•

•

Static guidelines

Moving guidelines

Parking sensors: front / rear
Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) with Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
Panoramic View Monitor

•
Static guidelines

Reversing camera (display in audio) with guide lines
Dimensions

LIMITED AWD

Overall length (mm)
Overall width/height (mm)

4890

4890

4890

1925 / 1730

1925 / 1730

1925 / 1730
2790

Overall wheelbase (mm)

2790

2790

Gross vehicle weight (kg)

2760

2760

2760

2030 - 2045

2030 - 2045

2090 - 2100

Kerb weight (kg min - max)
Towing capacity (kg unbraked/braked)
Luggage capacity - litres (2nd and 3rd seat rows up / 2nd row up and 3rd row down / 2nd and 3rd rows down) - to roof for all models

700 / 2000

700 / 2000

700 / 2000

269 / 813 / 1872

269 / 813 / 1872

269 / 813 / 1872

17.9 / 23.4

17.9 / 23.4

17.9 / 23.4

Approach/departure angle (degrees)

Because Toyota believes in going the extra mile we offer comprehensive support and a great range of products and services for our valued customers.

EXTRA CARE

ACCESSORIES

VISIT:

GENUINE PARTS

* Fuel consumption as per ADR 81/02 and emissions as per ADR 79/04 (combined cycle) are tested in a controlled environment. These figures are for comparison purposes only between other makes and actual fuel
consumption may vary under real world driving conditions. Fuel consumption will vary depending on many factors including driving conditions/style, vehicle usage, condition and options/accessories fitted. Every endeavour
has been made to ensure text details and specifications contained in this publication were accurate as at 1 June, 2018. Toyota New Zealand Limited reserves the right at any time to introduce any changes deemed necessary
to improve the models shown or for any other reason. Paint and upholstery colours shown in this brochure may differ from actual colours due to variations in printing processes. Some models shown in this brochure may have
optional accessories fitted. For further information contact your nearest Toyota Store. They will be glad to assist. [Production effective October 2017]
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